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Contemporary
Contemporary design exemplifies the restrained “less is more” sentiment
found in current trends. Sleek lines, clean geometric outlines and modern
materials are used to create refined fixtures that are subtle and urbane. The
understated simplicity of contemporary lighting makes them a versatile
option for a wide variety of environments. Stainless steel bodies with white
glass shades epitomize the polished aesthetic of contemporary design.
http://www.lumens.com/Contemporary/search

Transitional
Transitional design is a blend of traditional elegance and contemporary
sophistication. The timeless versatility of transitional lighting is intended to
complement almost any interior space. Subtle color pallets with soft wood
tones are used to create a comforting, classic feeling. Transitional design is
an enduring style that fuses the innovative concepts of today with the
leading trends of the past.
http://www.lumens.com/Transitional/search

Classic and Transitional
The Classic and Traditional style includes enduring themes that stand the
test of time. The distinguished success of these motifs has made them
permanent pieces in design history, rendering them classics. Such themes
include, Early American, Country French, Old World Elegance, Tiffany and
Victorian. These fixtures have lasting appeal that won’t go out of style.
http://www.lumens.com/Classic-and-Traditional-Styles/search
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Casual and Functional
Casual and Functional lighting refers to fixtures that are designed for bright
task lighting and general overhead illumination. These fixtures tend to be
modest and unobtrusive, yet retain the sophistication of contemporary
design. The Casual and Functional style includes families of fixtures ideal for
builders and remodels, in addition to track lighting kits and LED task lamps.
http://www.lumens.com/Casual-and-Functional-Styles/search

Thematic Styles
The Thematic style includes a broad range of specific themes that refer to a
particular design culture, trend or movement, including Asian,
Southwestern, artisan, whimsical, Moroccan and tropical. Each theme has
distinct characteristics that carry the spirit of its design origins. Although
Thematic Styles often refer to historic genres, these fixtures are designed
with a new, contemporary edge.
http://www.lumens.com/Thematic-Styles/search

